Sivadas Sena (SD) was almost at the end of the line of the commentators on the CarakaSamhita (CS). He was the native of the village Malancika under the district of Rajasahi in Bengal 1 and the son of Ananta Sena and Bhairavi 2 . His father Ananta Sena was a great scholar of Indian philosophy and Ayurveda and also an eminent medical practitioner attaining the prestigious position of the physician to the ruler of Gauda 3 (Bengal). SD had his education under his father 4 who made him expert in theory and practice of medicine.
The following genaeological table is found in most of the SD's work 5 
Date
Regarding the date of SD, one of the concluding verses in his works comes to rescue according to which the patron of his father was Barbak Shah 6 , the then ruler of Bengal who reigned during the period 1459 -1474 A.D. 7 . Thus being the junior contemporary to his father SD lived in the last quarter of the 15 th cent. A.D. This is confirmed by the statement that a ms. of his comm. was transcribed by one Jagannathan Sarma in Saka era 1488 (1526 A.D. 8 ). It is also stated that Sahi Sena, the topmost person in the above genaeological tree was poet in the court of Sikharesvara. It is not clear who this Sikharesvara was but on the evidence of Barbak Shah he may be either Ilyas Shah (1342 -1357) or Sikandar Shah (1357 -1389) 9 . Or he may be the ruler of the place called 'Sikhara' in Manbhum district (Bengal) which was attacked by Firuj Shah Tughluq at the end of 1360 A.D. 9a .
Works
The following three works of SD are published -1. The Tattvabodha comm. on the Astangahrdaya (AH) uttarasthana 10 .
2. The Tattvacandrika comm. on the Cakradatta (CD) of Cakrapanidatta (CK) 11 .
3. The comm.. on the Dravyagunasangraha (DG) of CK 12 .
The fourth work, the Tattvapradipika comm.
(CT) on CS is not yet published. Its existence is proved by its references in his other works. It is referred to in the comms. On CD 13 and DG 14 but it is not mentioned in his comm. on AH. Therefore, on this basis, it may be presumed that CT was composed before the former two works and after the latter one.
Basic Material
The basic material for CT is the single ms. (no. 173 IB 1-6) preserved in the Library of the Bombay Asiatic Society.
It is incomplete and runs the beginning to the verse 57 of the 26 th chapter of the sutrasthana. One the cover page it is noted that Bhagawanalala Indraji got it transcribed at Kasi in samvat Saka 1928 (1871 A.D). It indicates that the ms. was in the possession of some kaviraja there.
It contained the Tattvapradipika comm. on the sutrasthana and extended up to 128-folios. Besides, there are two, inner and outer, cover pages. Each folio contains 13 lines and each line has got about 50-55 letters. In the earlier portion the script is very small and almost illegible without magnifying glass but from the third line of the folio 65a, a different handwriting appears suddenly with bold letters. The script is almost corrupt and at many places there is break with the resultant gaps mentioned explicitly by the scribe which indicates the deficient form of the source ms. itself.
Velankar has recorded the existence of 126 folios (perhaps omitting the two) having matter of the CS sutrasthana upto the end of Yajjahpurusiya adhyaya and a greater portion of the next adhayaya 16 . YadavajiTrikamji (YT), however, has quoted CT upto the 30 th chapter of the sutrasthana 16 though he mentions about his utilizing the ms. of the Royal Asiatic Society, Bombay (RASB) extending up to the 27 th ch. (of sutrasthana) 17 . It remains a mystery now he was able to get a copy of the ms. up to the 27 th ch. and quoted CT up to the 30 th ch. When the ms. Itself was not complete even upto the 26 th ch. On this ground one man conjecture that YT had access to some other ms. as well different from ours. The suspicion is confirmed by the fact that the text given by YT varies at many places from the previous one 18 . Thus it is probable that another ms. of CT existed YT's possession which is neither recorded anywhere nor informed by him. Otherwise how could it be possible for him to quote the comm. up to the 30 th ch? That he utilized the ms. of RASB is evident from the fact that he could not quote it before ch. 13 as it is almost illegible and as such difficult to decipher but, at the same time, it is contradicted by the existence of different readings in his foot-notes in CS.
Extent of the work
It is a matter of inquiry whether SD composed this work only up to the portion mentioned above or on the entire samhita. The question arises because of the fact that in the comm. on AH he explicitly says that he intends to comment on the uttaratantra 19 while no such indication is there with regards to CT.
There are certain indications in the present ms. which lead to the proposition that CT Pages 79 -87 was composed on the entire samhita but later on due to adverse circumstances other portions were lost. In this regard the following points deserve consideration:
1. There is reference of 'Carakavyakhya' in his comm. on CD (Niruhadhikara, 36). The verse in question here belongs to the siddhisthana (ch.1) of CS, thus there is no doubt that the comm. extended up to the siddhisthana of CS.
2. The statement in CT (26.37) that these tantrayuktis will be described '(tasca tantrayuktayo vaksyante)' clearly indicates that the comm. extended up to the topic of tantrayukti which is at the end of the samhita.
3. At one place (17.62) SD comments -'Drdhabaloktanca hetvantaram trimarmlya vyakhyasyamah' (The other points mentioned by Drdhabala will be discussed in the trimarmiya (the chapter dealing with the disorders of three important marmas). As the trimarmiya is the 26 th chapter of the cikitsasthana it is evident that CT extended upto the cikitsasthana. Thus on the above evidences, it is proved that CT extended up to the siddhisthana which is the last section of CS.
Orthographical peculiarities
The script is full of mistakes and as such appears to have been written carelessly by an inefficient scribe.
For instance, in salutary verse, 'namah' is written as 'ramah' and 'dravanah' as 'drsvarah' thus substituting 'na' with 'ra'. Sometimes the short vowels are spelt as long ones such as 'adhunikanam' for 'adhunikanam'. Sometimes 'nu' is written for 'nva'. Somewhere a line is repeated twice or thrice and, on the other hand, matter of a complete folio is missed causing long gaps here and there but at these places the remark of the scribe as 'atha granthatrutirasti' 21 indicates that it was not due to the fault of his but to the deficiency of the source ms. itself.
Method of editing
As it was the single ms. there was no choice or question of collation with other ones. However, in this regard some of the other useful materials were made use of. They are as follows -1. The Ayurvedadipika comm. of CK which was mainly followed by SD.
2. The portions of CT quoted by YT in foot-notes of his edition of CS.
3. The portions of CT quoted or borrowed in other works of SD.
On comparing the above materials variants were observed in the text which have been mentioned in fns.
As pointed out earlier, about half of the ms. is written in very small letters which are First a draft copy of the ms. was prepared in which, of course, the above three sources proved to be of great help. This was compared with the original ms. letter to letter and error were corrected on the basis of the above source materials and thus a readable script was prepared. If there was any word missing it has been put in bracket.
In case there was some doubt in the appropriateness of the word, the appropriate one has been given in bracket with note of interrogation. Nevertheless, the long gaps could not be filled up due to absence of any other source but in such cases too, the text of CS, though without comm.., has been given so as to make at least the sutrasthana complete as far as possible.
Analysis of the contents
After going through the contents, one can easily find that CT mostly followed the comm. of CK on CS. It is to be noted that SD followed his predecessor commentators CK, AD (Arunadatta) and NK (Niscalakara) in his comm. on CS, AH and CD respectively. But at many places he controverter their views and established his own besides cutting short the unnecessary details22 so as to make the works agreeable to the readers of the current times23.
SD was the disciple of his father and in several contexts has quoted the views of his father-teacher which were, of course, his own too. As no work of his father Ananta Sena is traceable, these quotations if collected together give a glimpse of his high scholarship and contribution to the advancement of concepts and practice of medicine. The following instances may be seen in this connection- 3. In the introductory notes of the ch.5, CK has mentioned alleviation of disease in the diseased and preservation of health in the healthy as the object of Ayurveda. SD, however, says the same thing in the terms of nyaya as vyadhipradhvamsa and vyadhipragabhava. The recovery of health by destroying the disease is of the nature of pradhvamsabha while nonproduction of disease by destroying the pathogenic material is pragabhava.
4. In the context of the number of dosas (1.57), CK has rejected the dosatva of rakta after giving definition of dosa. SD, however, has discussed the topic in detail quoting the views of Vijayaraksita etc. and Rudramisra who accept the causation of dosa as nimitta karana and samavayikarana respectively and in conclusion, leaning himself to the latter.
5. While defining yukti (11.25), CK has interpreted 'bahu' as 'numerous' taking it as adjective of 'karana' but SD, taking it as adverb, has explained it as 'again and again'. In this connection, the elaborate discussion on the views of Santaraksita and Kamalasila presented by CK has been overlooked by SD probably to avoid the undue expansion of the text.
6. In the context of three pillars (11.35), CK has interpreted 'brahmacarya'. SD, besides this, quoting as others the interpretation of AD on the reading 'abrahmacarya' as approved by Vagbhata and has lent his support to this.
7. About Rasanjana (5.15), CK does not write anything while SD has mentioned its two types and quoting the views of Rudra-Misra and AD has said that here Rasanjana made of darvi decoction should be used. It appears that two types of Rasanjana are borrowed from the Dalhana's comm. on Susruta (SU. 38 -41).
8. In the context of sneha (13.13), it is said that out of four snehas ghirta is the best one because of carrying (anuvartana) the qualities of processing along with its natural one whereas the other snehas (oil etc) having been processed with other drugs accept their properties leaving their natural ones. CK adopts the same view but SD differs. He argues that if no alteration is possible with drugs then it would be meaningless to use different medicinal ghrtas in different disorders such as maricadi, kanjika and satpala ghrtas in vatakaphaja diseases, sangrahagrahani and amavata respectively. Even after processing with marica etc. ghrta would aggravate vatakapha due to its cold property. Thus processing with drugs affects natural qualities in both ghrta and oil more so discernible in the later.
9. In the context of kostha (13.65 17. In the context of samanyavisesa (1.44), SD has quoted CK by 'kecit' and has expressed his disagreement to the same. CK interprets 'bhava' as 'that which exists (bhavanti sattamanubhavantiti bhavah) so as to include dravya, guna and karma and the involvement of samanya in case of eternal atoms of prthivi etc. SD, however, comments that there would be no anomaly if 'bhava' is interpreted as 'that which is produced' (bhavanti utpadyante iti bhavah) as here 'utpatti' rightly means 'utpattimat' (capability to produce) and thus would cover both nitya and anitya substances. Further he has also discussed the use of 'prabhava' in interpreting the particular effects as in the case of increase by dissimilar factors.
18. In the context of the definition of guna (1.51) SD has again refuted the statement of CK who says the samavaya is also eliminated by the word 'karana' because 'samavayi' itself checks its extension to samavaya and as such the question does not arise. Further he adds that 'karana' denotes the class of causes and as such eliminates samanya etc. where class concept is absent. Concludingly he has proposed his own definition of guna as 'karmabhinnate sati matradharatvam gunatvam'. (Guna is that which is different from karma and is substratum of quantum).
Authors and works quoted
The following authors and works are quoted in CTBharadwaja (1. It is surprising that the later commentators like Gangadhara and Yogindranatha 24 have not quoted SD explicitly though both belonged to Bengal were SD lived. It seems that SD's comm.. on CS did not gain popularity competing with the comm.. on CD because of brevity became popular against the exhaustive one of Niscala Kara. This is also evident from the absence of an adequate number of mss. Available in the libraries of the country and abroad.
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